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This study examines interrelationships among Huawei’s networked agendas, the U.S. and Chinese news media agendas, and Twitter users’ agendas on Twitter during the U.S.-China trade conflict. Social network analysis is used as a theory and method to analyze Huawei tweets, news media tweets, and public tweets. This study explored whether Huawei’s direct network agenda setting (NAS) to Twitter users is more successful than the news media’s network agenda setting to Twitter users. This study is among the first to explore cross-nation NAS and network intermedia agenda setting (IAS) effects on Twitter. It also found that the U.S. media did not follow Huawei’s networked agendas, but the Chinese media followed the corporation’s agendas during the U.S.-China trade conflict. The theoretical and practical implications of the findings are discussed.
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The strategic communication of a corporation tends to be regarded as successful when its agendas resonate with the agendas of both news media and consumers (Schultz, Kleinnijenhuis, Oegema, Utz, & Van Atteveldt, 2012). Corporations have a long history of influencing and persuading news media to cover their products and services positively. In the age of social media, corporations not only communicate with the news media but also engage in direct discussions with consumers. As a result, the line between traditional one-way communication and digital two-way communication becomes blurred (PricewaterhouseCoopers [PwC], 2018). This issue creates a new and complex environment for corporations’ agenda-building and agenda-setting scholarship as myriads of stakeholders are integrated into a single platform. In this new environment, examining only the relations between a corporation’s agenda and news media agenda cannot capture the full complexity of agenda setting.

Corporations’ strategic communication messages on social media contribute to influencing news media and shaping consumers’ cognitive minds about them (Etter, Ravasi, & Colleoni, 2019). News media outlets acquire essential information from corporations’ social media pages or accounts. One study showed that news media get 78% of their information from blogs, 42% from Twitter, and 36% from Facebook (Kiousis & Ragas, 2016). On the other hand, consumers (80%) expect that corporations will interact with their customers through social networking sites in meaningful ways (Kenan, 2022).
Most of the literature related to agenda setting focuses on the relationship between corporations and news media (Lilia, Bantimaroudis, & Meggiorin, 2016; Schultz et al., 2012), and news media and consumers (Vargo, 2011; Vargo, Guo, McCombs, & Shaw, 2014). On social media platforms, corporations can set agendas for their consumers without the help of news media, but this connection has not been discovered yet.

Multinational corporations work in different countries, and their agendas can be interlinked with those countries’ news media agendas. For example, Schultz and colleagues (2012) argued that British Petroleum’s (BP) associative agendas were partly interlinked to the U.S. and UK’s news media agendas. The British and American media operate using a liberal media system model (Asekun-Olarinmoye, Oriola, Akilla, & Ade-Johnson, 2018). However, how a corporation’s networked agendas interlink with the news media’s networked agendas in two countries with different media systems has not yet been examined.

To fill these gaps, this study examines the NAS processes of Huawei, the largest telecommunication vendor globally (Costa, 2019; Fung, 2019), using a network analysis perspective. It investigates a case where three sources—Huawei, news media, and Twitter users—were part of the agenda setting processes. The NAS model offers important implications for the scholarship of organizational strategic communication (Kiousis & Ragas, 2015). However, to date, most NAS research has been conducted only from the perspective of political communication. This article thus makes several contributions to the field of strategic communication and NAS literature. First, it fills a research gap in the field of strategic communication with which corporations build and set agendas for the news media and consumers as a part of repairing organizational legitimacy during a crisis. Second, it adds to the scholarship of NAS processes in terms of how the whole process works on the social networking platform. Third, it contributes to the agenda setting literature by showing how corporate agendas correlate with the news media agendas of two different countries where different media systems exist. Finally, it contributes to the efficacy of social network theory and methodology from the perspective of corporations’ strategic communication.

**Network Agenda Setting**

This study uses NAS and network IAS to examine the interrelationship between the networked issue agendas of Huawei, the U.S. and Chinese news media, and Twitter users’ agendas on the Twitter platform. These theories are widely used in the strategic communication field (Etter & Vestergaard, 2015; Kiousis & Ragas, 2015; Lilia, Bantimaroudis, & Meggiorin, 2016).

Corporations communicate with news media or consumers on different issues through social networking sites, where each issue may relate to other issues. These related issues can be better understood by examining network agenda-building and NAS models. If corporations’ networked issue agendas resonate with the networked issue agendas of news media or consumers, then NAS effects occur. Agenda-setting theory argues that there is a strong correlation between the salient issues presented in mass media and the importance attributed to these issues by the public (McCombs & Shaw, 1972). The first level of agenda is the transmission of salient objects, while the second level of agenda is the transmission of salient attributes of those objects (McCombs, Llamas, Lopez-Escobar, & Rey, 1997). The third level of agenda setting argues that there are relationships between the attributes and/or objects presented in the media text that can
impact the public’s cognitive network (McCombs, Shaw, & Weaver, 2014). According to Guo (2012),
cognitive networks are a type of communication network wherein social media users make connections
between two issues or attributes without realizing that they have actually made those connections.

When public relations practitioners send agendas to different stakeholders and constituencies to
influence the news media or the public, it is called network agenda-building (Kiousis & Ragas, 2015; Schweickart,
Neil, Kim, & Kiousis, 2016). This is used to measure the relationship between issues and attributes that
are presented in the media content and in the public relations practitioners’ messages (Guo, 2015). A mutually
beneficial relationship exists between corporations’ strategic communications and news media (Schultz et al.,
2012). Corporations have their own issue agendas (Dutton, 1997), which they communicate to the media outlets
as a part of an information subsidy to influence their consumers (Curtin, 1999).

Media outlets get information from corporations as a part of their “information subsidy,” and it reflects
in their content. On the other hand, news media use that content to tell people what to think about by providing
consumers with a precise agenda of networked attributes. If consumers and the news media have similar
degrees of networked issue attributes, then the news media NAS process is successful. However, suppose the
networked issue attributes discussed in the news media resonate with the consumers’ networked issue
attributes, there is a relationship between the news media and consumers. Guo and McCombs (2011) argued,
the networked issue agendas of the news media are transmitted to their users’ cognitive minds, and consumers
follow the agendas of news media on social networking sites. As an example, Vargo (2011) measured the first-
and second-level agendas of television newscasts and newspapers on the issues of BP oil and the mortgage and
housing crisis for Twitter users. He found a weak relationship between news media salience and the consumer’s
salience on both issues on Twitter.

Social networking platforms such as Twitter provide an opportunity for corporations to
communicate directly with consumers without building agendas through traditional news media. On the
other hand, consumers can also express their opinions on the corporations’ products on that platform. Most
of the agenda-setting studies to date have concentrated on the relationship between corporations and the
news media, and the news media and consumers (Llulia, Bantimaroudis, & Meggiorin, 2017; Schultz et al.,
2012; Vargo, 2011; Vargo, Cuo, McCombs, & Shaw, 2014). Only a few studies have focused directly on the
relationship between corporations and consumers. For instance, Strömbäck and Kiousis (2010) examined
the relationships between presidential speech and presidential approval of audiences from a political-
strategic communication perspective. Their study found positive connections between news conferences and
foreign-policy job approval and between presidential speeches and foreign-policy job approval. The authors
also found more positive connections between news conferences and the public’s foreign-policy job approval
than between presidential speeches and the public’s foreign-policy job approval. However, Stromback and
Kiousis’s (2010) study concentrated on the relationship between political organizations and the public, not
between corporations and consumers.

During a crisis, corporations create a discussion board to reply to their consumers’ tweets, as the
main objectives of strategic communication are to build, nurture, and maintain corporation-consumer
relationships (Ehling, 1992). Bruning and Ledingham (1999) argued that professional, personal, and
community relationships existed between corporations and consumers. On Twitter, these three types of
relationships are very possible. Tahamtan, Potnis, Mohammadi, Singh, and Miller (2022) conducted a study on the mutual influence of the World Health Organization (WHO) and Twitter users during COVID-19 by using a network-setting theory. They found significant and strong correlations between the WHO agenda network and the agenda network of Twitter users.

Network IASs

Network IASs measure the salience of issue agendas between different news media instead of examining the issue agendas that exist between the news media and the public (Du, 2013). News media keep an eye on what other news media publish on their platforms. If the issue agendas of one news media resonate with the issue agendas of another media, it is assumed that there is an IAS. The previous literature has documented empirical evidence for IASs in different media (King, 1994, 1997; Lim, 2006; Lopez-Escobar, Llamas, McCombs, & Lennon, 1998; McCombs & Shaw, 1972; Reese & Danielian, 1989). For instance, McCombs (2005) argued that elite journalists or media outlets have the power to set the agendas of other media outlets. However, Vargo and Guo (2017) found that elite media outlets follow the online partisan media instead of setting intermedia agendas.

In another study, Guo and Vargo (2017) analyzed 4,708 news sites from 67 countries around the world and found that powerful (core) countries have more power to set the media agenda of less powerful (peripheral and semi peripheral) countries. They also found that the information structure was not U.S. centric. Guo and Vargo (2017) compared the U.S. media and the Chinese media and found that the U.S. media influenced Chinese media in covering issues from different continents. On the other hand, the Chinese media affected the U.S. media in their coverage of some neighboring countries such as the Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia, South Korea, and Malaysia. In another study, Su (2022) investigated network IASs between elite U.S. newspapers and Twitter on the 2020 Black Lives Matter movement. He argued that elite newspapers are more influential. His research also investigated two dimensions of the attribute agenda: substantive (subtopics) and affective (tonality) attributes in both U.S. newspapers and Twitter, and argued that the IAS effects on both attributes have declined significantly (Kiousis, Bantimaroudis, & Ban, 1999; Su, 2022). There is thus a gap in the literature of IAS about how news media try to set the agenda of other news media from a cross-country perspective.

The Huawei Case

Huawei has developed fifth-generation mobile telephony, one of the modern world’s most important technologies, and one that promises to revolutionize the entire global economy (Johnson & Groll, 2019). This technology has turned into a geopolitical battleground of domination between the United States and China (Johnson & Groll, 2019). The U.S.-China trade conflict and the U.S. ban on Huawei are both consequences of this geopolitical battle, which has also impacted corporate business globally. The corporation predicted that the U.S. ban would cost $30 billion in revenue over the next two years (Long, 2019). Such a crisis clearly threatened Huawei’s organizational goals (Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer, 1998).

This study selects the U.S. ban on Huawei, headquartered in China, to examine the NAS and network IAS on the Twitter platform for three reasons. First, the U.S. and Chinese newspapers widely
covered the case to manage public opinion globally. Second, the U.S. ban on Huawei is the world’s two most powerful countries’ fight over the most important next-generation communications technology that has political and economic consequences (Madrigal, 2019). Third, the corporation tried to repair its organizational legitimacy through media attention and direct communication with consumers via Twitter after the U.S. ban (Patriotta, Gond, & Schultz, 2011).

This article examines how Huawei sets its networked issue agendas to convince the news media and consumers worldwide to repair its organizational legitimacy on Twitter. To understand the networked issue agendas of Huawei during the U.S.-China trade conflict and how those issue agendas have resonated with the U.S. news media, the Chinese news media, and Twitter users’ issue agendas on Twitter, the following research questions are offered here:

**RQ1:** What were the networked issue agenda strategies of Huawei during the U.S.-China trade conflict on Twitter?

**RQ2:** Which issue agenda held the dominant position in Huawei, the U.S. news media, the Chinese news media, and Twitter users’ agenda networks?

The current study compares the agenda-building process of Huawei within the Chinese news media and the U.S. news media as that corporation works in both countries. This study predicted positive correlations between Huawei’s network issue agenda and both the U.S. and the Chinese news media’s agendas. This prediction is based on a previous study that found a partial positive relationship between the associative frames of public relations of BP and the frames of the U.S. news media and the UK news media (Schultz et al., 2012). In the study, the authors included media outlets from the United States and the United Kingdom, where media deregulation is widely practiced (Fukuyama & Grotto, 2020). But there are different media systems in the United States and China. The United States has a “free, diverse, and constitutionally protected press” (United States Profile—Media, 2019), whereas the Chinese media is controlled by the Communist Party of China (China Profile—Media, 2018). This study is interested in how news outlets from different media systems interlinked with Huawei’s networked issue agendas during the U.S.-China trade conflict. The following hypotheses about the relationships between Huawei and news media are thus offered here:

**H1:** The Huawei networked issue agendas have positive correlations with the U.S. news media and their portrayed network issue agenda network.

**H2:** The Huawei networked issue agendas have positive correlations with the Chinese news media and their portrayed issue agenda network.

In the U.S.-China trade conflict, these two countries are directly involved, and that is why it is essential to know how the news media outlets in these two countries tried to influence Twitter users globally. This study examines the interlinked networked issue agendas between the news media and Twitter users during the crisis, but this connection has not yet been discovered and noted. The following hypotheses were thus offered:
H3: Networked issue agendas of the Chinese news media have positive correlations with Twitter users’ cognitive network issue agendas.

H4: Networked issue agendas of the U.S. news media have positive correlations with Twitter users’ cognitive network issue agendas.

To better understand the relationship between Huawei corporation’s tweets and Twitter users’ tweets, the following hypothesis is offered:

H5: The Huawei networked issue agendas have positive correlations with Twitter users’ cognitive network issue agendas.

To understand networked IAS between the U.S. news media and Chinese news media in the case of the Huawei ban, the following hypothesis is formulated:

H6: A positive relationship exists between the networked issue agendas of the Chinese news media and the U.S. news media’s networked issue agendas.

Methodology

Data Collection

This study's data come from Huawei’s official Twitter account (@Huawei), the U.S. and Chinese news media’s official tweets on Huawei, and public tweets on the Huawei issue. This study considers the public tweets as consumers’ tweets as these users have an interest in Huawei products. The timeline selected was from May 15, 2019, to October 15, 2019, starting with the declaration of an economic emergency by former U.S. president Donald Trump, who empowered the U.S. government to ban the services of Huawei because of security concerns (“Huawei hits back,” 2019). By the middle of October 2019, after two days of high-level talks, the then president announced a phase-1 deal, which included the suspension of planned tariffs and the sale of U.S. goods to Huawei (Timmons, 2020). Many political leaders and scholars saw this as the ending point of the U.S.-China trade conflict (Schmieg, 2019).

For the data collection, this study used “twitterR” and “RCurl” packages in R (programming language). The researcher created a Twitter application, the Twitter Application Program Interface (API), to collect consumer keys, consumer secrets, access tokens, and access secrets. After accessing Twitter authentication using these codes and tokens, the API searched all tweets from @Huawei from May 15, 2019, to October 15, 2019. The API returned 229 tweets and saved those tweets to a CSV file. This study considered only tweets as a recent study (Waters, Tindall, & Morton, 2010) revealed that traditional news outlets more often use the Twitter platform to get organizational information.

The second part of the data was collected from different media outlets in the United States and China. The news media of these two countries were chosen because of the trade conflict that occurred between them. The United States had banned Huawei, a Chinese corporation, from buying technological
parts and apps, such as the Android operating system, Gmail, Google Search, and YouTube apps from U.S. companies. Thus, these two countries became directly related to the Huawei crisis. The *New York Times*, the *Washington Post*, and the *Los Angeles Times* were selected as the U.S. newspapers for several key reasons. First, these news media often set the agendas of other newspapers and cable television news channels (Reese & Danielian, 1989). Second, these newspapers share a broader approach toward reporting and maintaining a direct relationship with social media content (Grzywinska & Borden, 2012). The application then searched “Huawei” and/or “#Hauwei” from @nytimes, @washingtonpost, and @latimes for the selected timeline. The Twitter API returned 187 tweets and saved those tweets to a CSV file. Several studies have found that news outlets automatically fed Web headlines or the most important part of the news story to their Twitter stream (Palser, 2009). Another article found that 95% of the news organizational tweets were news-related (Messner, Linke, & Eford, 2012). For the Chinese newspapers, the *China Daily*, *PD China*, and *Global Times* were selected based on their popularity, global readership, and agenda-setting power on Twitter. Among them, *PD China* is the English version of the *People’s Daily*, which is the largest newspaper group and the Communist Party’s flagship paper in China. These three outlets are also influential in setting the Chinese Communist Party’s issue agendas for the public (Lim & Bergin, 2018; Luo, 2014). The Twitter API returned 248 tweets from @PDChina, @globaltimesnews, and @ChinaDaily for the selected timeline.

The third part of the data came from Twitter users’ tweets on Huawei. The application searched public tweets for the selected timeline with “Huawei” and “#Huawei.” That means this study included only those Twitter users who tweeted with these two keywords. The application returned 13,784 tweets. Then, the researcher separated public tweets by deleting media tweets and tweets from Huawei’s official accounts, thus arriving at a final count of 8,826 tweets. The study saved all the tweets into a CSV file on the desktop for data analysis.

### Data Coding

Data coding was conducted using a hybrid content analysis method, a process that engaged with both human coders and computational means to analyze big data sets (Guo, Vargo, Pan, Ding, & Ishwar, 2016; Su et al., 2017). By this process, the human coders were able to develop a new keyword list by identifying most core issues and terminologies found in the Huawei, news media, and Twitter users’ tweets. Then, based on that keyword list, a formula written into the Google Sheet was used to identify the presence or absence of keywords in the data sets.

At first, a manual content analysis was performed to identify keywords in the Huawei, the U.S. and Chinese news media, and Twitter users’ tweets. A stratified sample of 10% tweets ($n = 950$) was selected for manual content analysis. Two human coders developed a keyword list from this content analysis. Second, this study used a computerized content analysis to see whether any primary keywords or issues were missed. A package called “tm” (also called text mining) is used in R to collect all the phrases and keywords related to each issue. The package cleans data in several ways, removing all punctuation, numbers, unnecessary characters, stop words, and so on. After that, it assigns keywords. The study counted all the keywords that appeared at least once in the data set. Once completed, the two human coders again checked the data output to determine whether there were exact or non-exact
matches to reduce the false positive (Type 1 errors). For example, the computer may count “monitoring” during the search for “monitor” (e.g., computer monitor). The keyword list is again revised based on both manual and computerized content analysis. The human coders found 153 keywords in the data set and assigned them to 20 main issues.

**Building an Adjacency Matrix**

After the issues were selected, each tweet was analyzed by searching for keywords associated with those issues. The study examined the strength of the connections between the issues indicated in tweets from the Huawei, news media, and Twitter users. When someone mentioned two issues in a tweet, that meant those two issues were connected. To code the connections between the issue agendas, this study used Guo’s (2012) direction of data collection for social network analysis where the numerical value “0” represents no connection between the issues and “1” means there is a relationship between the issues in each tweet. The same process was applied to the Huawei tweets, news media tweets, and Twitter users’ tweets. The study searched all keywords under each issue in each data set to find out the connections between them and build an adjacency matrix.

**Data Analysis**

This study used three steps to analyze the data: Measurement of eigenvector centrality, network visualization, and quadratic assignment procedure (QAP; Guo, 2012).

*Step 1: Eigenvector Centrality*

It is essential to identify which issues are central to a network. This study used eigenvector centrality to measure which issues were central to the network using UCINET, a software package that analyzes social network data by measuring “a variation of degree centrality in which we count the number of nodes adjacent to a given node” (Borgatti, Everett, & Johnson, 2018, p. 194). Eigenvector centrality lets us identify more nodes adjacent to a given node, thereby indicating an increased centrality of that node. The higher eigenvector centrality score of the issues indicates there are more critical issues in a network and vice versa.

*Step 2: Network Visualization*

This study used an attribute-based scatter plot in UCINET’s NetDraw software by Borgatti, Everett, and Freeman (2002) to visualize the networked data in Huawei, news media, and Twitter users’ tweets. This approach plots the nodes based on the issue agendas in each network and draws lines between the nodes to represent the relationships among them. These kinds of plots are useful for network visualization to see how one node is related to the other nodes (Borgatti et al., 2018).
Step 3. Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP)

This study used the QAP in UCINET to determine the relationships among the issue agendas of Huawei, media, and consumers on Twitter. The study treated Huawei’s network agenda as an independent variable, and news media and Twitter users’ issue agendas as dependent variables. It assumes neither random sampling of issues from a whole network of data nor the independence of observations (Shrestha & Feiock, 2009). It just compares two matrices by reshaping them into two long columns and randomly permutes them while still maintaining the underlying structure of that network’s data. The permutation is repeated myriads of times to find a sampling distribution of the estimates. It then calculates how often the observed network structure could have happened by chance by comparing the percentage of occurrences of the permuted estimates with the calculated observed values. The UCINET’s QAP test calculates correlations, such as Pearson’s r, between the columns, and the significance level such as the p value (Borgatti et al., 2018).

Results

The study found 20 issue agendas in Huawei’s tweets during the selected timeline. Huawei uses specific strategies to prioritize some issues more than others. After selecting Huawei’s issues agendas, the study measured how the U.S. and Chinese news media and Twitter users resonated with the same issue agendas and which issue agendas were more prioritized by the four networks.

RQ1 asks what the networked issue agenda strategies of Huawei were on Twitter during the U.S.-China trade conflict. Eigenvector values of Huawei’s issues showed that the market position and the business issues were the first and the second in position, respectively, simultaneously achieving the highest eigenvector centrality scores (see Table 1). Huawei is a technological corporation, and thus the issue of technology becomes prominent in Huawei’s networks. The issue of technology has the third-highest eigenvector value in the Huawei network (see Table 1). These results indicate that Huawei tweets emphasize those issue agendas, which then create positive impressions about the corporation for the news media and Twitter users.

The issue of crisis/difficulties was the fourth-most influential issue (see Table 1). The crisis resulted from the U.S. ban on Huawei Corporation by the Trump administration, and it did impact the business and services of the corporation. This study found that the corporation informed consumers about the ongoing crisis. Both persuasion and fact were positioned next to the issue of crisis, where both entities create positive impressions on Twitter users. Huawei adopted a strategy to persuade their consumers by building networked agendas of those issues and creating a positive impression of the corporation.
Table 1. Eigenvector Values (e) of Huawei, the Media, and Twitter Users’ Issue Agendas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Huawei e</th>
<th>U.S. Media e</th>
<th>Chinese Media e</th>
<th>Twitter Users e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persuasion</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. ban</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberattack</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumor</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spy</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade war</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitors</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Huawei network, the issues that created negative impressions were less influential. The U.S. ban, cyberattack, national security, spy, and Trump administration had less eigenvector centrality values (see Table 1). However, competitors and opportunity-issue agendas were the least connected issues in the Huawei network. The first was a neutral impression creator, and the second one was a positive impression creator for Twitter users.

RQ2 asks which issue agenda was in the dominant position in Huawei, the U.S. news media, the Chinese news media, and the Twitter users’ issue agenda network. Figures 1 to 4 present the agenda networks of the four networks. The issues are shown as nodes, and lines indicate the connections among them. A line between two nodes means a connection between the two issues, while the absence of a line means no connection between these issues. The size of the nodes represents eigenvector centrality scores in the network, and the larger nodes represent larger eigenvector scores and so on.

For Huawei Corporation, the issues of market position, business, technology, crisis, and persuasion positioned in the central of the network (see Figure 1). The issues of market position and business were interlinked with most of the other issues. Market position was not connected with the Trump administration,

---

1 MP = market position; TA = Trump administration; NS = national security.
and the issue of business was not connected with spying and rumor. On the other hand, technology was connected with all the other issues except crisis and rumor (see Figure 1). The technology issue was related to the Trump administration, the U.S. ban, trade conflict, national security, cyberattack, spy, Google, impacts, facts, competition, services, trust, business, market position, rumor, and persuasion (see Figure 1). The issue agenda of persuasion was related to China, national security, cyberattack, spy, Google, crisis, impacts, facts, opportunity, technology, services, trust, business, market position, and rumor.

![Figure 1. Huawei's issue agenda network.](image1)

The issue agendas for the Trump administration, the U.S. ban, China, Google, and business were central in the U.S. news media’s network, indicating that the U.S. news media gave their positive attention to the issues that related to the U.S. ban and the Trump administration. On the other hand, the issue agendas of spy, fact, opportunity, market position, rumor, and persuasion had no connection with other issues, indicating that the U.S. news media did not place much importance on those issue agendas (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2. The U.S. news media's issue agenda network on Huawei.](image2)
The Chinese news media placed importance on the issues of technology, China, the Trump administration, the U.S. ban, and business, as these issues were central in the Chinese news media’s network (see Figure 3). However, the issues of crisis and rumor did not have any connections with the other issues.

Figure 3. The Chinese news media’s issue agenda network on Huawei.

The Twitter users followed Huawei’s issue agendas, as it emphasized the issue agendas of China and technology. These issues were the most connected issues in the Twitter users’ network (see Figure 4). The issue of China was connected to all other issues except crisis and opportunity, and the issue of technology was connected to all issues except crisis and facts. Interestingly, the issues of market position, business, service/product, and persuasion were positioned among the top 10 issues in the Twitter users’ network in terms of connectivity. This study further found that these issues were also more connected in the Huawei network, indicating that this network was successfully transferring the salient of these issues to the Twitter users. The study also discussed the crisis/difficulties of Huawei, spy, and the U.S. ban on Huawei in the Twitter users’ network as top 10 connecting issues. Like the Huawei network, the Trump administration’s issue agendas, the U.S. ban, competitors, and opportunities were less connected issues in the Twitter users’ networks.

Figure 4. Twitter users’ issue agenda network on Huawei.
H1 predicted that the networked issue agendas of Huawei would have a positive impact on the U.S. news media portrayed issue agenda network. This study used the QAP to calculate the correlation between Huawei’s issue agenda network and the U.S news media issue agenda network. The study found a positive but weak relationship ($r = .26, p = .00$) between them (see Table 2), thereby supporting this hypothesis.

H2 predicted that the networked issue agendas of Huawei would have a positive impact on the Chinese news media portrayed issue agenda network. The finding indicates positive correlations ($r = .23, p = .00$) between them (see Table 2) and supports the hypothesis.

H3 predicted that the networked issue agendas of the Chinese news media would have a positive impact on the Twitter users’ cognitive network issue agenda. The study found a positive correlation with the Chinese news media versus the Twitter users’ network ($r = .30, p = .00$), indicating that the Chinese media moderately transfers the salience of networked issue agendas to the Twitter users, which supports this hypothesis.

Table 2. Quadratic Assignment Procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QAP</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Ave.</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>No. of Obs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huawei × Twitter users</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. media × Huawei</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. media × Twitter users</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese media × Huawei</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese media × Twitter users</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese media × U.S. media</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H4 also predicted that the networked issue agendas of the U.S. news media would have a positive impact on the Twitter users’ cognitive network issue agenda. The study found a weak, but positive, correlation between the U.S. news media versus the Twitter users’ network ($r = .23, p = .00$), indicating that the U.S. news media moderately transferred the networked issue agendas of Huawei to Twitter users during the U.S.-China trade conflict, and supports the hypothesis.

H5 predicted that the networked issue agendas of Huawei would have a positive impact on the Twitter users’ cognitive network issue agenda. The study found a strong correlation between Huawei’s issue agenda network and the Twitter users’ cognitive network ($r = .63, p = .00$). This finding indicates that corporations can transfer salient issue agendas to Twitter users directly, thereby supporting this hypothesis.

H6 predicted that the networked issue agendas of the Chinese news media and the U.S. news media are interlinked. This study found a very strong positive correlation between the Chinese news media and the U.S. news media ($r = .70, p = .00$). The finding ensures that the intermedia networked agenda is set in a cross-nation setting and supports this hypothesis.
Discussion and Conclusions

The study was an attempt to assess the transfer of salience of issue agendas in the context of NAS and network IAS. To do so, it analyzed issue agenda strategies and how those network issue agendas were transferred from a corporation to the U.S. news media, the Chinese news media, and Twitter users on the Twitter platform during the U.S.-China trade conflict. Huawei’s strategy was to give importance to the issues that created positive impressions about their services and products. Huawei also introduced crisis-related issues in their tweets and gave less attention to the U.S. complaints against the corporation. Alternatively, the U.S. news media prioritized the issue agendas of the Trump administration and the U.S. ban more than Huawei, the Chinese news media, and the Twitter users’ network. However, the U.S. news media did not follow Huawei’s issue agendas, including spy, fact, market position, rumor, persuasion, and opportunities. In contrast, the Chinese news media followed all of Huawei’s issue agendas except for crisis and rumor.

Huawei’s issue agenda-building network was more complex than the U.S. news media and the Chinese news media’s issue agenda networks. This finding indicates that the U.S. news media and the Chinese news media did not give much importance to Huawei’s agenda-building activities on Twitter. On the other hand, Twitter users’ issue agenda network was as complex as Huawei’s issue agenda-building network, indicating that the corporation did transfer its salient networked issue agendas to Twitter users during the U.S.-China trade conflict.

This study further found that Huawei tweets built networked agendas for Twitter users. Indeed, this study found a strong and positive correlation between the corporation agenda and Twitter users’ agenda networks. However, Huawei’s agenda building for the U.S. news media and the Chinese news media was not as successful. This study found a positive, but weak, correlation for them. The media’s agenda setting was not as successful as Huawei’s agenda building was for Twitter users. These findings indicate that Twitter users received information from the news media about Huawei’s crisis, but not as briefly as the Huawei communication to the Twitter users. Short and direct communication seemed effective during the crisis of the corporation. This finding has important implications for future agenda-setting research in that corporations can set the network issue agendas for Twitter users, even without the help of traditional and legitimate news media. However, this study did not concentrate on how many Twitter users were influenced by the news media agendas and how many were influenced by the corporation’s agendas directly.

The findings also indicate that direct communication with the consumer is more effective than agenda building with the media or the media’s agenda-setting function on the Twitter platform. When Twitter users use the @mention function to tag corporations, they also receive feedback from that corporation. As a result, consumers can find accurate information on the services or products. The news media do not have all the information about a corporation’s services or products. News media just take information subsidies from a corporation. In this case, the Huawei corporation was the main authority for answering consumers’ questions. Thus, corporation’s direct agenda setting with Twitter users was effective during the U.S.-China trade conflict.

During a crisis, rumors spread on social media, and that can pose a significant risk for properly navigating the situation (Wang & Zhuang, 2018). In the case of Huawei, the corporation, the U.S., and the
Chinese news media placed importance on fact rather than rumor. However, Twitter users followed the issue of fact to a lesser degree, as rumor was more connected in the Twitter users’ network than the issue of fact.

One of the primary purposes of corporations’ strategic communication is to understand clients’ needs by providing and disseminating factual information about their products or services (Culbertson & Chen, 2013). Persuasion is an issue agenda that is more central to Huawei tweets. That issue is the association with contended languages (e.g., thanks, support, please, committed, kindly) and an invitation to consumers to engage more (e.g., stay tuned, please visit, please contact).

This study is among the first to explore cross-nation network agenda building and NAS effects. It assessed the relationship between the news media of two countries that have a different media system. It found that the Chinese news media followed the issue agendas of Huawei, while the U.S. news media did not. The U.S. media followed those issue agendas that were less emphasized by the corporation.

This study also analyzed Huawei tweets during a crisis moment using a holistic perspective. Most of the previous studies have focused on the relationships between media and organization (Schultz et al., 2012; Schweickart, Neil, Kim, & Kiousis, 2016). This study concentrated on Huawei, the news media, and consumers on the Twitter platform. This holistic study is significant in terms of better understanding the mechanism of corporations’ strategic communication during a crisis. Practically, this study will help corporations to set their network issue agendas based on Twitter users’ agenda during a future crisis.

The present study contributes to the NAS literature on strategic communication and how corporations build and set network agendas for news media and consumers on social networking platforms. By providing precise and clear empirical evidence, this study argues that corporations can transfer salient networked issue agendas to consumers by using social media, without the help of traditional news media.

Methodologically, this study also offers a new way of measuring the salience of networked issue agendas for corporations, news media, and the public by implicating the need for social network analysis. This study not only measured the salience of precise issue agendas but also the connections among the issues and argues that measuring the relationships among the issues can, as a result, better capture the complexity of agenda-building and agenda-setting effects.

The findings of the current study bring further awareness of how corporations interact with and influence the news media agendas at a third level from different parts of the world. It will help communication strategists make more informed decisions as they design strategic communication messages during a crisis. It is also important to observe, acknowledge, and trend news media agendas and consumer agendas to determine the links between any corresponding influence and overall agenda-building and agenda-setting influences that may exist.

Limitations and Future Studies

The study is subject to limitations as it examined only Huawei’s tweets on Twitter; hence the findings of this study do not lend themselves to generalization to other corporations and social media.
Instead, it is an initial attempt to examine network agenda building and NAS more closely from a corporation's strategic communication perspective. Nowadays, corporations use multiple social networking sites and tools to disseminate their messages. Future studies should include more corporations and different digital tools and platforms to generalize these findings further.

This study shows the undirected relationships among issue agendas in all networks. From the current study, it is not clear how each issue is directed to other issues. Corporations, news media, and consumers presented different issues in their tweets, and it was not clear whether that relationship was directed or undirected. Future researchers can concentrate on directed relationships among the nodes of a network.
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